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Introduction
In Netherlandish schools in the fifteenth century, Robert Campin (the Master of
Flémalle) and the van Eyck brothers brought important innovations to the field of art.
These innovations were realized by their new “oil” techniques, which made it possible to
describe details of subtle, transparent light, the feel of the fabrics, and the wrinkles or eye-
lashes of people. We cannot but admire such excellent depictions and feel as if we are gaz-
ing into a “real” world. In addition to the improvement of the technique of oil paintings,
this also reflects a growing interest in the phenomena of the reality at that time during the
transition from the Middle Ages to the Modern era. The growing interest can also be asso-
ciated with the increase of independent portraits.
Among portraits of early Netherlandish paintings, what is particularly remarkable is the
representation of those who kneel in prayer to the sacred?in this article it will be referred
to as a “devotional portrait” or a “portrait at prayer.” In religious paintings, such portraits
at prayer were originally regarded as secondary or additional motifs subordinating the sa-
cred object. However, in early Netherlandish paintings, devotional portraits are shown as if
sharing the space with the saints whom they pray to. Interestingly, the painters depicted
the portrait as carefully and meticulously as saints.(1) Showing the piousness of the por-
trait’s model, of course, also seems to reflect the intention to admire one’s social status.
In order to clarify the reasons why such self-admiring portraits at prayer emerged, we
need to focus not only on the spirit of the age, but also the persons whose patronage had
great influences on the styles and iconographies of works of art. In this regard, we concen-
trate on the power and authority of the Dukes of Burgundy, who dominated the Nether-
lands in the fifteenth century.
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The Duchy of Burgundy began in 1363, when Philip the Bold, one of the princes of
France from the House of Valois family, inherited the region of Burgundy from his father
John II (1319-1364) to become the first Duke of Burgundy (reign from 1363 to 1404).(2) The
Duchy expanded its territory toward the north and by the time the third Duke, Philip the
Good (reign from 1419 to 1467), came to power, it was a prosperous empire that rivaled
neighboring countries such as the Kingdom of France or the Holy Roman Empire. Succes-
sive Dukes of Burgundy were so ardent to obtain arts and luxurious images that their pa-
tronage served as a model for other European courts.(3)
The relationship between the Duke of Burgundy and Netherlandish painters became
much closer during the reign of Philip the Good. Although their relationship has been dis-
cussed in previous research, it was difficult to provide the full scope of it.(4) This is because
most works of art commissioned by the duke do not exist today. In spite of such limitations,
we attempted to research extant materials and came to consider that representations of
Philip the Good could serve as important “models” for devotional portraits of early Nether-
landish paintings.(5) We still continue to explore this theme in order to have a clearer un-
derstanding of how and when the images of the duke could have been influential. With this
as the aim, this article will try to examine portraits of Philip the Good praying at prayer,
and compare them to portraits of the successive Dukes of Burgundy. Independent portraits,
which were seemingly relative to devotional portraits, will also be discussed.
In the next chapter, we will first survey the portraits of the successive Dukes of Bur-
gundy, comparing images of Philip the Good with those of two earlier Dukes: Philip the
Bold and John the Fearless. Then, after exploring his religious attitude and social ambi-
tion, we will examine how devotional portraits of Philip the Good were represented. At the
end, by comparing them with portraits of Charles the Bold, the fourth Duke of Burgundy,
we will show the influence of the images of Philip the Good to subsequent generations.
1. Independent Portraits and Devotional Portraits of the Dukes of Burgundy
From the reign of Philip the Bold, the successive Dukes of Burgundy were eager to com-
mission their own images of paintings, illuminated manuscripts, sculptures, or stained
glass windows.(6) As their images were installed on the door of a church or the façade of
government buildings in a public square, many people could see the duke’s dignified im-
ages. Although most original works do not exist today, we can still see “typical” images of
dukes depicted as an independent portrait on panel paintings which show details of their
features in a naturalistic style (Figs. 1-4). As they are contemporary or later copies, we
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have to suppose that some changes might have been added. When compared with the
smaller, rough portraits of John the Fearless depicted in manuscript illustrations when the
duke was surely still alive (Fig. 8), we could observe common features such as a pointed,
sharp nose and a firmly-set mouth in them.(7) Therefore, it is possible to consider that these
copies retain the duke’s features to a great extent.
On the other hand, if we analyze portraits of the dukes chronologically, significant
changes can be observed in the representation of Philip the Good. That is to say, the first
two dukes were almost always portrayed in profile, following the tradition of French court.
Portraits of John the Fearless are classified into five different types, and four types of them
show him in profile.(8) In contrast, images of Philip the Good and Charles the Bold show
their faces from a three-quarter angle, which reflect the contemporary Netherlandish
style.(9) Moreover, in terms of dress, the first two dukes wear colorful robes decorated with
precious stones, while Philip the Good’s attire seems comparatively simple. He was shown
almost always with black clothing hanging by the collar of the Order of the Golden Fleece,
which Philip himself established in 1430.
We can see the same tendencies in devotional portraits of dukes.(10) As for existing devo-
tional portraits of Philip the Bold, well-known works include the statues of him and his
wife for a Chartreuse monastery of Champmol situated at the outskirts of Dijon?the capi-
tal of the Duchy of Burgundy at that time (Fig. 5).(11) Jean de Marville and Claus Sluter
sculpted them likely between 1385 and 1401, and after completion, they adorned the door
of the convent of Champmol. While the statue of Philip is mediated by Saint John the Bap-
tist on the left side, his wife Margaret kneels with Saint Catherine at the opposite side;
they are praying to the Virgin and Child standing in the central pillar. As the convent at
Champmol was intended to be a mausoleum of the duke’s family, we could say these stat-
ues not only emphasized their devoutness, but also marked the status of the duke as an
acting ruler of God. Indeed, at the pedestal supporting the Virgin, the couple’s initials “P”
and “M” are legible.
Concerning John the Fearless, one portrait at prayer is extant, depicted on a panel (Fig.
7), of which its original made around the first quarter of the fifteenth century. The inscrip-
tion written above the portrait says that John was assassinated at Montereau in 1419.(12)
Although John does not wear a hat as he does in other portraits, his looks are very similar
to them. The collar shows one of the emblems of the Duchy of Burgundy, the designed “fu-
sil.” Such emblems or coat of arms can be recognized in other portraits of John and Philip
the Bold (Figs. 2, 6, 8), emphasizing the power of the duke.
As we have seen, many of the portrait images of Philip the Bold and John the Fearless
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tend to show their social status even if they are kneeling in a religious context. We must
add that their images were made more than those of contemporary kings and nobles. Inter-
estingly, the images of the third Duke, Philip the Good, were ordered even more than
theirs. In the next chapter, we examine Philip the Good’s social position and his attitudes
toward religion and analyze devotional portraits of him.
2. Social Position and Religious Attitude of Philip the Good
In the fifteenth century, Georges Chastellain, a chronicler of Burgundy, reported Philip
the Good’s appearance, which can be found today in the portraits of Philip the Good (Fig.
3).
. . . de stature il estoit moyennement haut homme, corporellement, à la mesure de sa
hauteur, . . .; et avoit plus en os qu’en charnure, veines grosses et pleines de sang . . . 
nez non aquilin, mais long; plein front et ample, non calve; chevelure entre blond et
noir, . . . ; portoit bouche en juste compas; lèvres grosses et colorées; les yeux vairs, de
fière inspection telle fois, mais coustumièrement amiables . . .(13)
In 1419, Philip the Good inherited his father’s position and became the third Duke of
Burgundy. During his reign?which continued almost fifty years?Philip rivaled his status
with other European rulers by enlarging his territory and becoming a great patron of art.
His dignity was certainly recognized beyond the Burgundian territory. Spanish traveler
and historian, Pero Tafur, who was granted an audience with Philip in 1438, admired the
duke by saying:
. . . El señor Duque es muy nobilíssima persona é de grant virtud, muy gentil gesto é
muy gentil cuerpo, alto aunque delgado, allende de manera galan quanto puede ser . .
.(14)
Inside Burgundy, Chastellain praised Philip the Good as “. . . Son semblant seulement le
jugeoit empereur; et valoit de porter couronne, seulement sur les grâces de nature . . .”(15)
This chronicler might have surmised the duke’s desire to be crowned as king or emperor,
for his strong ambition was demonstrated at every opportunity. Philip was eager to expand
his territory so as to declare the Crusades to the East. He also held many magnificent
feasts and surprised everyone who attended with them.(16)
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In terms of religion, Philip the Good was a very pious layman, particularly venerated the
Virgin Mary.(17) It was customary for him to attend Mass held at his own chapels, which
were established everywhere in his territory.(18) It is said that even after the Mass, he
would rest at his chapel and continue to pray for a long time. In addition, having obtained
special permission from the pope, he could order the Mass to be celebrated in the after-
noon, which was ordinarily prohibited.(19) Moreover, he accompanied chaplains even to the
battlefield. He vigorously founded Masses, organized choirs, donated goods such as candles
or stained-grasses to churches, and sometimes gave alms in secret.(20) It is documented that
in 1441, Philip bequeathed his fortune to religious organizations with instructions that
Masses be dedicated to him and his ancestors.(21)
Let us examine an illuminated manuscript which seems to reflect Philip’s piety and so-
cial position (Figs. 11-12).(22) Shown is a ducal chapel, where Philip is kneeling at prayer in
his canopy, he is accompanied by priests and the choir, as well as his courtiers. Certainly it
is not a real photograph, but it allows us to imagine how Philip would pray daily. While
the private, solitude devotion was recommended for laymen at that time, the duke is ac-
companied by servants in this illustration. It suggests that even though he was very pious,
he could not pray alone. As a ruler, the act of the duke must have been observed and re-
corded constantly, so his chapel could not have been completely private. Then, the duke
himself could not keep his conscious about his social position even when he was praying.(23)
Inevitably, contradictory elements would coexist in his attitude, wavering between a pri-
vate, sacred devotion and a profane, social position. Such duality also can be observed in
his portraits at prayer.
3. Portraits of Philip the Good at Prayer
3-1. Portraits of Philip the Good at Prayer
Among Netherlandish devotional portraits, images of Philip the Good can be counted as
one of the largest in number today.(24) In the “List of Portraits of Philip the Good at
Prayer,” we collected his devotional portraits, mainly the works retaining enough size to
recognize his face.(25) It reveals that more than forty portraits in various mediums such as
panel paintings, manuscripts with miniatures, and stained-glass were made in the fifteenth
century. Works listed as nos. 1-21 are those which Philip ordered; List 22-26 were not com-
missioned by Philip himself. As for List nos. a-c, only the records of them exist today. Items
listed in the second lines from the right show how Philip is represented with his “signs”;
that is to say, motifs identifying the figure as Philip. In order to explore Philip’s intention,
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we will discuss primarily List 1-21?the works ordered by Philip himself.
In earlier portraits, Philip kneels in prayer at a prie-dieu with an open book, showing his
three-quarter face with short black hair, and wearing a black robe decorated with the collar
of the Order of the Golden Fleece (List 1-3/ Fig. 9).(26) These motifs can be observed in most
of his portraits as well as various emblems and devises. Interestingly, these three pages of
illustrations are included in a manuscript with a particular format, namely, with a diptych
attached on the top of the book. As the diptych was painted earlier than the manuscript’s
compilation, the figure of Philip could have been based on the Trinity and the Coronation
of the panel. Philip’s gaze reinforces this idea: he does not see the painting depicted within
the manuscript illumination, but looks up toward the diptych (Fig. 9). Also, in the illustra-
tion of List 2, Philip kneels before the Mass of Saint Gregory. Here, Philip sees this mi-
raculous vision of Christ directly, while the upper left panel of the diptych emphasizes this
iconography by repeating the figure of Christ as a Crucifixion. In the illustration of List 3,
Philip joins his hands praying to the miraculous Virgin, whose iconography can be associ-
ated with the Coronation at the right panel of the above-mentioned diptych.
In List 4, Philip kneels before a prie-dieu at right side, wearing a black dress trimmed
with fur as in other images of Philip (Fig. 10).(27) The profile face allows this image to hold
a unique position among devotional portraits of Philip. The carpet on which Philip kneels
is patterned with his coat of arm. Across an opened curtain, he stares at a vivid scene of
the Mass of Saint Gregory, with the vision of Christ and his passion instruments.
As mentioned above, List 5 shows Philip attending a Mass with his typical dress and
posture (Figs. 11-12). Philip kneels in a canopy patterned with emblems of gold fusils. The
pattern of the coat of arms can be seen on the carpet where the chaplains stand. The coat
of arms is again shown ostentatiously at the lower margin of the page below a twined scroll
with his famous motto, “Aultre naray.”
Similar figures are depicted in List 6-8 (Figs. 13-14).(28) In List 8, a prie-dieu and a car-
pet at which Philip is kneeling shows patterns of his arms. The canopy consists of neutral
colors and includes Burgundian emblems such as an X-shaped cross of Saint Andrew, de-
signed fusils, and cryptographic initials of “EE” frequently used by Philip (Fig. 14).(29) This
illustration is especially significant in that its composition stresses Philip’s position by
sharing, even dividing the space in two with Saint Andrew, patron saint of Burgundy. The
ties between Philip and Saint Andrew are strikingly shown by hanging the left edge of the
curtain of Philip’s canopy into a building where the Saint stands. In this way, the associa-
tion of Philip with the Saint is stressed physically by his faith and status.
List 9 includes remarkable expressions as well (Fig. 15).(30) It illustrates the beginning of
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the manuscript discussing the annunciation, and here Philip kneels to the annunciated Vir-
gin standing in a building to the right. The same as List 8, a prie-dieu and a carpet at
which Philip kneels include the pattern of the coat of arms. The canopy is patterned with X
-shaped crosses, designed fusils, and mystic initials of “EE.” By coding the roof and blue
curtain of the canopy with a twisted column of the architecture where the Virgin stands,
their association is represented. The floor tiles of the Virgin’s room, decorated with the de-
signed fusils, also reinforce their ties.
List 10-17 shows Philip at a three-quarter angle as usual, wearing the collar of the Order
of the Golden Fleece, holding a sword, kneeling at a prie-dieu with an open book (Figs. 16-
19).(31) In this manuscript, all illuminations are depicted in grisaille. They followed the
fashion at the Burgundian court at that time, but as the forms of robes were very similar
to other images of Philip, it was plausible that Philip’s figures were depicted as wearing
black also in these monochrome illustrations. In one of the illuminations (List 17/ Fig. 19),
Philip occupies the right half of the space as with List 8-9 (Figs. 14-15).
In terms of frequency, it is notable that the devotional portrait of Philip appears as many
as eight times in the manuscript of which List 10-17 belong to, while the manuscript in-
cluding List 1-3 shows him three times. The one with List 6-8 also depicts Philip three
times, and in another manuscript including List 18-21, Philip appears four times.(32) Con-
cerning the last manuscript (List 18-21/ Fig. 20), his figures are represented very small in
size, so it seems almost impossible to recognize the details. Nevertheless, careful observa-
tion allows us to find transparent patterns of emblems appearing on a prie-dieu and in his
clothing.
List 22-26 should have been excluded from the discussion as they were not ordered by
Philip. Here we would like to point out briefly that images of the duke vary considerably in
these works. For example, Philip puts on armor in the work represented on a bronze plate
(List 22), while in a panel painting, he is depicted putting on a crown and a halo, as one
who surrounds the Ara Coeli in the last judgement scene (List 24). In List 25, the duke has
a decorative armor with his arms.
3-2. “Signs” and Uniformed Images of Philip the Good
As we have seen, most of the devotional portraits ordered by Philip the Good are in-
cluded in a Book of Hours or a Breviary. The number of such manuscripts amounts to as
many as seven in total. The fact that Philip was a fervent bibliophile can help us to under-
stand the reason why such a great number of portraits were illustrated in manuscripts.(33)
While portraits of Philip pray variously to the Virgin and Child, Saints, or a scene of a
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miraculous story, his images are remarkably quite uniform. The illustrations would occupy
a whole page or a half page, so it is large enough to recognize how Philip appears. As we
have shown, most of his figures are represented from a three-quarter angle with short
black hair and black dress, with a short sword hanging, and wearing the collar of the
Golden Fleece. He also kneels at a prie-dieu decorated with patterns of his coat of arms
and emblems. Moreover, he tends to occupy the large space and appear repeatedly within a
manuscript. In order to admire and demonstrate the duke’s dignity, it must have been ef-
fective to represent such common “signs.” His uniformed images contrasted sharply to the
diverse figures which were not ordered by him. It is possible that the artists who worked
for Philip would have shared the same codes of representation within the Burgundian
court, but we should first recognize the intention of the duke.
In spite of such uniformity of “signs,” we have to notice that the faces of Philip vary
greatly according to the illustration. For example, the difference of facial expressions can
be revealed further if he is captured from the same angle, and with the same pose and at-
tire (for example, among Figs. 9, 13, 17, 20 or among Figs. 14, 16, 18, 19). As a certain
ability would be required to depict the whole body in a relatively small space, we can say
that the differences may have been caused by each artist’s skill. Here we would like to
highlight that such anticipatory differences would prompt the use of “signs.”
Incidentally, Philip the Good was not the first who made use of “signs.” The precedent
dukes, Philip the Bold and John the Fearless, had already used coat of arms, emblems, or
devices in their images (Figs. 2, 6-8). As it has been pointed out, their emblems served ef-
fectively,(34) but their methods of representations were not always fixed. In this regard,
Philip the Good was very conscious and excellent to unify his codes.
If we can say that Philip the Good was very conscious of his own images, who were as-
sumed to be viewers of his devotional portraits? Compared to the bigger statues or panel
paintings, small illuminated manuscripts would be appreciated within a very limited
group. A Book of Hours should have been used in person originally, and what Philip owned
would have been also viewed and used by the duke himself. However, as examined above,
Philip seemed to be always conscious about his social position and acted as a splendid ruler
even when he was in prayer. Not a few manuscripts were inherited by his heir or used as
diplomatic gifts. Expecting these possibilities, Philip would have tried to demonstrate his
dignity as strategically as possible.
The intention of “signs” and fixed images can be observed by other portraits of Philip the
Good in a dedication page of a manuscript. In it, Philip receives the book, with the Golden
Fleece collar, holding a scepter, surrounded by his subjects (Figs. 21-22).(35) The canopy,
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carpet, floor, and decorations of the margins show magnificently his coat of arms and mot-
tos to stress that the duke is a good governor and patron of the arts. In short, Philip’s
“signs” carry a strong public character.
4. Portraits of Philip the Good
4-1. “Official” Portraits of Philip the Good
As examined above, devotional portraits of Philip intended to demonstrate his status
through his “signs.” Such patterned images can also be seen in panel paintings. Concerning
portraits of Philip the Good depicted in the panel, we can count no less than 100 (versions,
later copies and records about them are included).(36) Now, according to the classification of
De Zutter, we will examine three types of Philip’s portrait.(37)
Concerning type one, Philip the Good in bust, shows the right side of his face at a three-
quarter angle, wearing a crown and a black robe with the collar of the Golden Fleece (Fig.
23). Only later copies exist, but it has been suggested that the original was painted in 1436
by Dijon master, Jean de Maisoncelle.(38)
As for type two, the duke is shown with a three-quarter face against a dark background,
putting on a black hat and holding a scroll in his hand (Fig. 3). We can see a white inner
part and a necklace of a cross under his black robe, while the collar of the Golden Fleece
shines on the robe. Based on the forms of sleeves lacking in the bulges (maheutre), the por-
trait could not have been made before 1448.(39) Copies after Rogier van der Weyden’s work
are known and considered to have been made soon after the original. In total, at least 26
copies and versions are surviving.(40)
Type three also originated from Rogier’s work. The figure seems very similar to type two,
except that neither a hat nor his hands can be seen (Fig. 24).(41) Scholars suggested that
this type was made after 1460, when Philip became seriously ill. Chronicler Olivier de la
Marche mentioned that then, according to the advice of doctors, the duke shaved off his
hair to wear a wig.(42) The chronicler continued that as the duke ordered his courtiers to
follow his hairstyle, more than five hundred people changed his hair as the duke did “pour
l’amour du duc.”(43) Although this is a moving episode, it should be noted that in some
manuscript illustrations created before 1460, the same hair as in type three can be found
(Figs. 9-10, 22). Moreover, the outline of Philip’s face seems younger than in other types,
implying strongly that we should consider that the original painting would have been
painted earlier than estimated.
Significantly, De Zutter pointed out that type two could serve as an “official” portrait of
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the duke, for copies of this type are highly regarded among these three types.(44) His succes-
sors must have regarded type two as quite valuable, as a portrait of this type was excep-
tionally described in detail in the list of properties of Margaret of Austria (1480-1530) in
1523, one of the great-grandchildren of Philip the Good.(45) In contrast, De Zutter suggested
that type three would have been circulated in a more private situation, depending on the
meticulous depiction of his looks compared to the other types.
It has often been suggested that portraits of Philip functioned as “official” without speci-
fying which type they belong to.(46) However, there are no fifteenth century documents that
specify “the official portrait of the duke.” Accordingly, it is not clear whether people at that
time recognized the role of “official” portraits as we assume. The word “official” itself
evokes the “formal” or “public,” while the portraits of Philip have various sizes and colors
even within one type. Therefore, it seems difficult to consider that the notion of “official
portraits” was strictly defined.
Now, what was certain is that Philip’s successor inherited one of the works belonging to
type two and that the position of the duke assumed more or less public characters in every
situation. Based on them, it seems more probable that type two had a comparatively pub-
lic, official character; Philip might have made use of this type so frequently that it was ap-
preciated by many and consequently inherited by his successor. Namely, official portraits
were not fixed at first, but gradually became recognized as such.
In addition, we would like to point out that the importance of a hat as a standard to dis-
tinguish an “official” portrait. A king would put on a crown or a priest would wear a miter
to indicate his official position, so Philip’s hat could have had the same role. The reason
has not been sufficiently explained as to why in type three he does not wear a hat,(47) but if
we bring attention to other devotional portraits of early Netherlandish painting, it is evi-
dent that many of the male images also do not put on a hat.(48) So, among the males of the
Burgundian court, this attitude can be regarded as a proper manner to personally pray to a
sacred person.
Interestingly, some of Philip’s portraits at prayer have hanging hats in the back (Figs. 11
-13, 15-20). This may reflect one aspect of the fashions of the Burgundian court,(49) but here
we should recognize Philip’s consciousness to balance between contradictory elements of sa-
cred and profane, or public and private.
If we can say that the hat of Philip the Good functioned as an important “sign” to judge
the extent of public or private character, what about other “signs” represented in his por-
traits? It is easy to understand the private context of a prie-dieu, or the public context of
the coat of arms or the emblems. In contrast, the meaning of the black dress does not seem
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evident.
4-2. Symbolism of Black Clothing
Curiously, portraits of Philip the Good almost always featured black cloths; this espe-
cially applied to the works which the duke himself ordered. His black attire has been ex-
plained generally by the mourning of his father, John the Fearless; Philip never forgot the
tragedy of John’s assassination.(50) In this context, chronicler Chastellain mentioned that
Philip attached pearls to his black hat, which appeared as if they were tears.(51)
However, Philip did not always wear black from 1419 to his own death in 1467. In resent
research, it is pointed out that at least until mid-1430s, Philip dresses himself in other col-
ors as well.(52) Blue or red robes can be found in some dedication pages of illuminated
manuscripts, or the book of regulation of the Order of the Golden Fleece.(53) Historically,
black could have expressed mourning in a religious context. We would like to make note
that they became accustomed to wearing hats at funerals in Burgundy,(54) while many of
the devotional portraits of Philip do not show hats being worn. Therefore, it is not suffi-
cient to explain the reason of black dress only caused by the sorrow for his father.
Then why did Philip wear black dress so frequently? In terms of the history of fashion,
black came into fashion in French and Italian courts after the fourteenth century, and
Philip the Good can be regarded as one of rulers who led the black fashion.(55) Indeed,
Philip’s black attire was decorated splendidly with precious materials such as satin, velvet,
gold embroidery, and fur trimming. These ornaments reinforce his status but do not di-
rectly associate to mourning.
As a clue, one contemporary writing, titled Le Blason des Couleurs en armes, livrées et
devises, would be suggestive. It was written by Sicille, who worked as a herald under the
King of Aragon in the first half of the fifteenth century. In this book, he indicated the sym-
bolic meanings of colors and he referred to black as a color of great dignity and position as
well as sorrow.(56) He also noted black was suited for the robes of men showing “the gener-
ous heart that should live in the body and soul.”(57) As Sicille’s book is assumed to have
been already popular in fifteenth century Europe, it must have been shared among the
Burgundian court. Philip the Good would likely be fond of the explanation that black
showed one’s dignity and position.
Let us evoke the above-mentioned episode of the hairstyle of Philip the Good. Its role
seemed rather important in terms of indicating how much the duke influenced his courtiers
than deciding the date of his portrait. In the next chapter, we will compare his devotional
portraits with works of Charles the Bold and other courtiers with regard to the receptions
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of the images of Philip the Good.
5. Influence of the Portraits of Philip the Good
At a glance, we can recognize that portraits of Charles the Bold follow the posture of
Philip the Good, shown in a three-quarter face with black robe and the collar of the Golden
Fleece against a dark background (Fig. 4).(58) In contrast, in illuminated manuscripts dedi-
cated to Philip, the young Charles, standing next to his father, clothes himself with a light
orange dress (Fig. 22).
Having grown up, Charles the Bold had his images crafted in various mediums such as
panel paintings, illuminated manuscripts, sculpture, stained glass, and medals, as his fa-
ther did. We can observe that even compositions of Charles’s portraits at prayer are similar
to those of Philip (Figs. 14, 25). Curiously, he added several devotional portraits (Fig. 26)
when he re-ordered the compilation of the so-called the Prayer Book of Charles the Bold in
1470-71 (at first it was made in 1469).(59) This fact allows us to imagine that Charles must
have attached greater importance to such devotional portraits. On the other hand, Charles
was not always represented wearing black dress. Rather, he seems eager to decorate him-
self with colorful dress to demonstrate his magnificence and wealth.(60) What is unique
about Charles is that in some images he was likened to his patron saint?Charles and
Saint George are represented as having the same faces (Fig. 26). From this, we can see a
strong ambition of Charles to emphasize his authority in his own ways.
Concerning devotional portraits of Burgundian courtiers, Philip the Good’s portraits at
prayer seem to be handed down to them, sometimes with slight changes. The way the fixed
images were repeated was followed by the wife of Charles, Margaret of York.(61) As for the
black fashion, it was spread among the courtiers around and after the mid-fifteenth cen-
tury. Indeed, black attire can be found in many figures at prayer in early Netherlandish
paintings, such as with Nicolas Rolin, chancellor of Burgundy who ordered the Beaune Al-
tarpiece (List 24), and an Italian merchant represented in the Last Judgment Altarpiece
painted by Hans Memling (now in Gda?sk, National Museum). Although the wide influence
of Philip’s portraits seems evident, we still have to specify the artworks’ associations
deeply, which will be investigated in another occasion.
Conclusion
In this article, we examined devotional portraits of the successive Dukes of Burgundy, fo-
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cusing on the third Duke, Philip the Good. It is evident that the style and form of the
dukes’ portraits changed during the reign of Philip the Good. As for portraits at prayer,
each duke made use of emblems to demonstrate his own authority. In particular, devo-
tional portraits of Philip the Good embody these tendencies by using “signs” and a uni-
formed image.
Although portraits of Philip have been sometimes explained as “official,” this meaning
has not been strictly defined. Inspecting them in detail, we notice that not all of the por-
traits are always uniform. We also found that among Philip’s representations, the hat he
wore could serve as a standard to judge the extent of public/private character of the work.
In addition, as for the black dress he wears, the context of fashion should be emphasized as
well as the social position and dignity of the duke, rather than the mourning of his father.
His devotional portraits do not exclude each element; rather, they accept seemingly con-
trary elements of sacred and profane, or public and private. Indeed, they helped his images
play a significant role among early Netherlandish art, which faced a major shift from the
Middle Ages to the Modern era.
In order to clarify the influence of devotional portraits of Philip the Good, we also have to
initiate a discussion from the perspective of the painters such as Rogier van der Weyden
and the illuminators who worked for the duke. It is an aspect that we will elaborate on in
another article.
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Fig. 1 (Left) Portrait of Philip the Bold, 17th century, 42?28 cm, Dijon, Musée des Beaux-Arts.
Fig. 2 (Right) Portrait of John the Fearless, ca. 1500, 29?21 cm, Paris, Musée du Louvre.
Fig. 3 (Left) Copy after Rogier van der Weyden, Portrait of Philip the Good, 32.5?22.4 cm, Bruges,
Groeningemuseum.
Fig. 4 (Right) Copy after Rogier van der Weyden, Portrait of Charles the Bold, 49?32 cm, Berlin,
Staatliche Museen.
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Fig. 5 (Left) Jean de Marville and Claus Sluter, Philip the Bold and his Wife at Prayer, 1385-1401,
Dijon, Portal of the church of the Chartreuse de Champmol.
Fig. 6 (Right) Philip the Bold gives orders to his soldiers in the French version of De Re Militari of
Vegetius translated by Jean de Vignay, 1384-1404, Brussels, Bibliothèque Royale de Belgique, ms.
11042, fol. 12 r.
Fig. 7 (Left) Portrait of John the Fearless at Prayer, fifteenth century, 36.8?26.8 cm, Chantilly,
Musée Condé.
Fig. 8 (Right) Dedication of a Book to John the Fearless in Marco Polo, Le Livre de Merveilles, ca.
1410-12, Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, ms. fr. 2810, fol. 226 r.
?????
Fig. 9 (Left) Philip the Good at Prayer in the Book of Hours of Philip the Good, ca. 1445-50, Vienna,
Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, Cod. 1800, fols. 1 v-2 r.
Fig. 10 (Right) Philip the Good at Prayer in the Book of Hours of Philip the Bold, ca. 1450-55, Cam-
bridge, Fitzwilliam Museum, Ms. 3-1954, fol. 253 v.
Fig. 11 (Left) Attributed to Jean Le Tavernier, Philip the Good at Prayer, in Le Traité sur l’oraison
dominicale, after 1457, Brussels, Bibliothèque Royale de Belgique, ms. 9092, fol. 9 r.
Fig. 12 (Right) Detail of Fig. 11.
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Fig. 13 (Left) Atelier of Willem Vrelant, Philip the Good and his Wife at Prayer in the Breviary of
Philip the Good, ca. 1453-60, Brussels, Bibliothèque Royale de Belgique, ms. 9026, fol. 258 r.
Fig. 14 (Right) Atelier of Willem Vrelant, Saint Andrew and Philip the Good at Prayer in the Brevi-
ary of Philip the Good, ca. 1453-60, Brussels, Bibliothèque Royale de Belgique, ms. 9511, fol. 398 r.
Fig. 15 Philip the Good prays to the Virgin Annunciate in Le Traité sur la salutation angélique, 1461,
Brussels, Bibliothèque Royale de Belgique, ms. 9270, fol. 2 v.
?????
Fig. 16 (Left) Jean Le Tavernier and his followers, Philip the Good at Prayer in the Book of Hours of
Philip the Good, ca. 1450-60, The Hague, Koninklijke Bibliotheek, ms. 76, F 2, fol. 20 r.
Fig. 17 (Right) Jean Le Tavernier and his followers, Philip the Good at Prayer in the Book of Hours
of Philip the Good, ca. 1450-60, The Hague, Koninklijke Bibliotheek, ms. 76, F 2, fol. 48 v.
Fig. 18 (Left) Jean Le Tavernier and his followers, Philip the Good at Prayer in the Book of Hours of
Philip the Good, ca. 1450-60, The Hague, Koninklijke Bibliotheek, ms. 76, F 2, fol. 282 r.
Fig. 19 (Right) Jean Le Tavernier and his followers, Philip the Good at Prayer in the Book of Hours
of Philip the Good, ca. 1450-60, The Hague, Koninklijke Bibliotheek, ms. 76, F 2, fol. 299 r.
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Fig. 20 (Left) Philip the Good at Prayer in the Prayer Book of Philip the Good, fifteenth century,
Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Cod. gall. 40, fol. 144 r.
Fig. 21 (Right) Dedication of a Book to Philip the Good in L’Histoire d’Alexandre, 1448, Paris, Bib-
liothèque nationale de France, ms. fr. 9342, fol. 5.
Fig. 22 Atelier of Rogier van der Weyden, Dedication of a Book to Philip the Good in Les Chroniques
de Hainaut, ca. 1447-48, Brussels, Bibliothèque Royale de Belgique, ms. 9242, fol. 1 r.
?????
Fig. 23 (Left) After Jean de Maisoncelles, Portrait of Philip the Good, 38?28 cm, Clermont-Ferrand,
Musée d’art Roger-Quilliot.
Fig. 24 (Right) After Rogier van der Weyden, Portrait of Philip the Good, after 1526, 29?21 cm,
Berlin, Staatliche Museen.
Fig. 25 (Left) Willem Vrelant or his atelier, Charles the Bold and his Wife at Prayer in a detached
miniature from a Book of Hours, Copenhagen, Kongelige Bibliotek, Ms. Gl. Kgl. 1612, 4°, fol. 1 v.
Fig. 26 (Right) Charles the Bold at Prayer, from the Prayer Book of Charles the Bold, 1469, 1470-71,
Los Angeles, J. Paul Getty Museum, Ms. 37, fol. 6 r.
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